The entanglement characteristics including the so-called sudden death effect between two identical two-level atoms trapped in two separate cavities connected by an optical fiber are studied. The results show that the time evolution of entanglement is sensitive not only to the degree of entanglement of the initial state but also to the ratio between cavity-fiber coupling ( v ) and atom-cavity coupling ( g ). This means that the entanglement dynamics can be controlled by choosing specific v and g .
2 quantitatively the entanglement properties and apply then in the field. However, in the process of entanglement distribution and manipulation, each qubit is unavoidably exposed to its environment. This leads to local decoherence which will sooner or later spoil the entanglement. The fragility of nonlocal quantum coherence is recognized as a main obstacle to realizing QIP [3, 4] . What's worse, even under the influence of pure vacuum noise two entangled qubits may become completely disentangled in a finite time, an interesting phenomenon termed entanglement sudden death (ESD) [5] . It has been found in numerous theoretical examinations to occur in a wide variety of entanglements involving pairs of atomic, photonic, and spin qubits, continuous
Gaussian states, and subsets of multiple qubits and spin chains [6] . Recently, it is reported that the ESD phenomenon has been observed in a quantum optics experiment [7] . Therefore, special circumstances are needed to see "anti-ESD," the creation or rebirth of entanglement from disentangled states. It has been pointed out that the cavity coherent state can be used to control the ESD and entanglement sudden birth （ESB）in cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [8] . In Ref. [9] , Yamamoto et al.
have shown that the direct measurement feedback method can avoid ESD, and further, enhance the entanglement. More recently, it is shown that the time of ESD can be controlled by the classical driving fields [10] . On the other hand, several theoretical schemes based on fiber-connected cavity modes for realizing distributed QIP have 3 been proposed [11~24] , it would be very interesting to see the entanglement dynamics of this system which may be different from previous ones.
In the present paper, the entanglement dynamics of a quantum system (as is shown in Fig.1 ) consisting of two identical two-level atoms trapped in two separate cavities connected by an optical fiber is studied by means of Wootters's concurrence [25] . The results show that the time evolution of entanglement is sensitive not only to the degree of entanglement of the initial state but also to the ratio between cavity-fiber coupling ( v ) and atom-cavity coupling ( g ). This means that the entanglement evolvement can be controlled by specific v and g .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.Ⅱ, we present the model and its theoretical description. In Sec.Ⅲ, we show how entanglement characteristics evolve.
The influence of the ratio between cavity-fiber coupling ( v ) and atom-cavity coupling ( g ) and the degree of entanglement of the initial state on the ESD is also studied. In
Sec.Ⅳ, we give the conclusion. As shown in Fig.1 The coupling between the cavity and fiber modes is modeled by the interaction   [12] , where l is the length of fiber and v is the decay rate of the cavity fields into a continuum of fiber modes, only one resonant mode b of the fiber interacts with the cavity modes.
Therefore, for this case, the Hamiltonian
In the interaction picture, the total Hamiltonian of the atom-cavity-fiber combined system is [12, 13] 
Suppose that at the initial time all modes of both the cavity and fiber fields are in the vacuum state 000 , with 
where the subscript 1 and 2 denote the corresponding atom in cavity 1 c and 2 c .
Hence, the total state of the system at 0 t  is (0) cos 000 sin 000
The time evolution of the system in this initial state can be expressed as 22 3 22 (1 cos 2 )(cos sin ) 2 
Ⅲ . Entanglement measure and entanglement dynamics
In two-qubit domains, there are several good measures to quantify the degree of entanglement. Throughout the paper we will use Wootters's concurrence [25] () C  which is conveniently defined for both pure and mixed states.
The concurrence () C  for the reduced density matrix  of a two-qubit system is defined as From (5), (9), (10) and (11) 
we can get the concurrence for atom-atom entanglement at time t with the above case. . (17) In this case, the time evolution of atom-atom entanglement is relevant to the cavity-fiber coupling ( v ), the sufficient condition for concurrence (17) to be zero is The time evolution of entanglement of atomic system expressed in Eq. (17) is plotted in Fig.2 , the results in Fig.2 (a) show that the time evolution of entanglement is sensitive to the ratio between cavity-fiber coupling ( v ) and atom-cavity coupling ( g ). This means that the entanglement dynamics can be controlled by specific v and g .
It is also seem from Fig.2 (b) that entanglement can be strengthened by increasing 9 the ratio r which implies that if () r v g    the two atoms can be maintained in the maximal entanglement state. This result can be easily explained. We have assumed that the interaction between the atoms and the cavity field and the coupling between the cavity and fiber fields are resonance. By use of the canonical transformations [12, 13] However, for () r v g    , the interaction of atoms with the non-resonant modes is highly suppressed and the system reduces to two qubits resonantly coupled through a single harmonic oscillator.
From Fig.2 (c) , we can find that all the entanglement of atoms exhibit ESD in the condition of 2 2 r  , but for the case 2 2 r  , the entanglement of atoms vanishes much slower, the effect of ESD can also be maintained for a longer time. In this case, the concurrence for atom-atom entanglement at time t reduces to 22 The results from Fig.2 and Fig.3 show that the time evolution of entanglement is also sensitive to the degree of entanglement of the initial state.
Before ending this section, it is necessary to give a brief discussion on the experimental matters. The ratio r between cavity-fiber coupling and atom-cavity coupling could in principle be adjusted as that of reference [26] . However, the atom-cavity coupling may be easier to modulate for it's entirely determined by the size of the Bohr orbit and the volume of the cavity mode and varies along the atom trajectory according to the law , where z is the position of the atom along the beam axis [27] . It is also feasible to change the atom-cavity coupling with the assistant of classical fields similar to references [11, 19, 22, 24] . . Thus, coupling strength g can be adjusted through changing the Rabi frequency  .
Another issue should be concerned is that large ratio r may require weak atom-cavity coupling because it is not always easy to obtain large v . Thus the decoherence arising from photon leakage from the cavity should be concerned in actual situation although it cannot disguise the idea that the entanglement dynamics may be controlled through the coupling constants.
Ⅳ . Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated the entanglement dynamics including the so-called sudden death for atoms trapped in distant cavities coupled by an optical fiber.
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The influence of the ratio between cavity-fiber coupling ( v ) and atom-cavity coupling ( g ) and the degree of entanglement of the initial state on the ESD is also studied. The results show that the time evolution of entanglement is sensitive not only to the degree of entanglement of the initial state but also to the ratio between cavity-fiber coupling ( v ) and atom-cavity coupling ( g ). This means that the entanglement evolvement can be controlled by specific v and g .
